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THE GOODS

Your source for what’s new, novel, and essential
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1. Antiques dealer Anna Willcox from England’s
Guinevere Antiques discovered this intriguing
pair of Anglo-Celanese Regency-style
ebony foot stools, circa 1930, with delicately
articulated canework seats. guinevere.co.uk
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2. Just as there’s that perfect black dress, so
too is there that perfect little side table. This one
made of solid beech embodies the Art Deco style
typical of India—though it’s new and made by
Howe London. howelondon.com

3. The Olson mirror from the Scandy collection
of Chairish is handmade by artist Melissa A.
Cromwell, in brown stoneware with a decided
pop of white glaze. The piece hangs from a
leather loop. chairish.com
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4. Sometimes we go fishing and actually catch
something wonderful, such as these works by
New Orleans–based artist Elaine Gleason. The
works, available at Duh Pensacola, are called
Angler: Fly Fish (top) and Angler: Fan Fish.
duhpensacola.com
5. The Boffi Antibes walk-in closet is composed
of functional modules with high-tech
supporting frames and hinged or sliding doors.
Shelves and cabinets incorporate novel lighting
solutions. boffiusa.com
6. The hand-cut, mouth-blown Vivien
square-footed vase from William Yeoward
Crystal replicates similar Georgian-era pieces.
The piece can be used either as a vase or a
hurricane. williamyeowardcrystal.com
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7. The original Santa Barbara Umbrella has
a well-earned reputation for superior shade
protection, shown here in Regatta White Cap on
a solid teak frame with a teak hub and a marinegrade pulley. santabarbaradesigns.com
8. Among the best ways to personalize your
home is to use Jenny Johnson Allen Custom
Linens. The Kentucky-born, Atlanta-based
namesake lets clients choose everything
from fonts and letterings to border motifs.
jennyjohnsonallen.com
9. The distinctive Oculus chandelier was
created by the Atlanta-based designer Beth
Webb for Arteriors. This is one of the many
items in her inaugural lighting, accessories, and
accent furniture collection. arteriorshome.com
10. The design of this Clarence House fabric,
Tetto, in Grigio (color), was inspired by the
Italian hilltop town of Todi. While visiting there,
Frank Ponterio kept looking up to the underside
of chestnut timber roof tiles, a pattern now
translated into fabric. clarencehouse.com

11. Artist, designer, and founder, Nick Davis,
of Charles Burnand produces bronze furniture,
sculpture, and products combining design and
function with an emotive edge, this from his
Fragmentation series. charlesburnand.com
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